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A touching story of two Jewish grandmothers—Tessie and Pearlie—who share their wisdom,

knowledge, and recipes to die for.In their touching story, two Jewish grandmothers—Tessie and

Pearlie—share their wisdom, knowledge, and recipes to die for. Still close to their immigrant

past and hardened by wars, the Depression, and discrimination, they teach us about living.

And dying. They are the last of a breed—a generation passing but not likely to be forgotten.
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For my children,Trevor, Gus, and LucyAnd their childrenAnd theirs Memory believes before

knowing remembers. Believes longer than recollects, longer than knowing even wonders …

WILLIAM FAULKNER, Light in August
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INTRODUCTIONShmegegge: NerdCOMPARED TO MY GRANDMOTHERS, I’M A

SHMEGEGGE. THAT’S shmeh-GEH-gee, Yiddish for nerd or ineffectual slob. They, of course,

would fiercely deny that their granddaughter is a nudnik. How could I be anything but brilliant

and beautiful in their eyes? Perfect, even. But the truth is that next to them, I am a regular

shmo.Take gin rummy, for instance. The last time I played Tessie, my fathers mother, she killed

me, 98-0. She knew she would. When I asked her to play, she replied, without malice: “Why?

You vant to see how you can lose?”As for my mothers mother, Pearlie, her particular genius

resides in a ball of yarn and a crochet needle. You need a toilet paper cover? A doll with

braids? A place mat, an afghan, a beret? You name it, Pearl makes it. She shouldn’t, because

of her arthritis. But sometimes a yarn master can’t help herself and sneaks in a baby sweater

for her great-granddaughter, packaged inside a knotted plastic bag. (“She’s so beautiful,

kineahora,” Pearlie tells me, invoking one of her oft-chanted Yiddish expressions to ward away

the evil eye while pressing another crocheted goody into my hands for my baby daughter, Lucy.

I am pathetic and bring Pearlie nothing. She waves her thin, veiny hand, as if to bat away my

guilt, and says, “It’s nothing, dahlink.”)My grandmothers are the strongest women I know. True,

their health is fading. But in my mind, they’re pioneers and adventurers, brave and fearless.

Shtarkers, to be precise, who live by themselves. Tessie Weinreb in Queens, New York, Pearlie

Feldman in Santa Monica, California. They’re also the first women I’ve watched grow old,



outliving, between them, twelve siblings, three husbands, one son, and most of their friends.

Pearlie is 94; Tessie turns 95 this year. “Maybe,” Tessie says with a shrug, “God forgot my

address.”Always with the jokes, they can get on my nerves. They can even drive me crazy, with

their Old World superstitions and Neanderthal attitudes about a range of issues. And yet, they

are my gurus. Just as striking as their longevity is the sense of utter constancy they offer in a

world that seems to speed along faster and faster. Like it or not, they are my personal guides

into old age and the existential dilemma.“You shrink, this you should know,” Tessie advises.“You

shrivel up, just like a potato,” Pearlie agrees.Two matriarchs, they are my bubbes—the Yiddish

term for grandmother, pronounced with the vowel sound in bubbles, BUBEES. They are not in

the least pretentious, nothing fancy-shmancy about them. And they offer no sugarcoated

prescriptions for life: It is hard, it is complicated, it is not forever. There is joy in sorrow and

sorrow in joy. Always, there is family. And passion. Even now, the titles of their favorite TV

shows speak volumes. Tessie’s is The Young and the Restless. Pearlie’s is Mad About You.The

last of a breed, they are still close to their immigrant past, hardened by wars and the Great

Depression and shaped by discrimination against Jews that began to dissipate only in the

1950s. Now they have little patience for basic questions. What is, is. Ask Tessie, for instance,

why being an Orthodox Jew is so important to her, and she answers rhetorically: “Why does an

Arab wear the shmatte on his head?” Ask Pearl why she continues wearing her wedding band,

eighteen years after her husband’s death, and she quips: “I’m married forever to him. All my life.

I’m a Jewish nun.”I should say, at this point, that I am utterly baffled at how middle age has

turned me into a sentimental sop. Pathologically so. I cry over stuff that is embarrassing—my

12-year-old’s Little League game, my 8-year-olds musical-comedy debut, my baby’s weaning. I

am a boomer sandwich, eyeing my children’s growth, my parents’ aging, and my grandmothers’

frailty as signs of my own mortality. So I unearth the past to make future connections, keeping

the continuum alive. I go back to the source.To Pearlie and Tessie. My grandmas. My heroes.

My bubelehs.I FIRST DECIDED TO INTERVIEW MY GRANDMOTHERS WHEN I realized that

they were having a difficult time recuperating from falls they suffered in the summer of 1993.

Both had slipped and broken their arms. Pearlie’s stumble was especially traumatic, since it

occurred when she was two-stepping with her folk-dance troupe, the Dancing Dolls, during the

rousing finale of “Achy Breaky Heart.”I phoned them both to say that I wanted to write an article

about them.“Oy vaysmere,” Tessie complained right away. “Can’t you get a better subject? I

can’t see. I can’t hear. I can’t talk. What else?” Translation: She couldn’t wait to see me.Pearlie

was equally happy to comply. “Joyala, my life is an open book. You just tell me when.”In the

eighteen months following those initial calls, I visited them with tape recorder in hand and on

occasion, telephoned. When I stayed with Tessie, we were roommates, and her snoring drove

me wild; Pearlie and I stole time together over tea and homemade Toll House cookies she

served up from a coffee can. I found myself frantically jotting down notes about the details of

their lives, as if the act of remembering would allow me to hold on to them longer. Then I

resisted writing their stories with every journalistic bone in my body: How could I truthfully distill

the very lives I most wanted to extol?At first glance, Tessie and Pearlie seem as different as

two women could be. Tessie can be secretive and has few close friends, though she is acidly

funny; Pearlie, who tosses her head back and lets go a piercing cackle when she laughs, is

vocal and has a range of acquaintances and relationships. Pearlie is ribald. Tessie is

circumspect. Tessie boycotted my wedding eighteen years ago when I married my husband,

Brock, who is not Jewish; Pearlie not only came to our wedding, just a month after her husband

died, but she also joyously danced there, à la Isadora Duncan, in pink chiffon. Tessie strictly

observes Jewish ritual, keeping kosher and attending shul as often as possible; Pearlie, who



prays by writing letters to her deceased son and husband, believes that religion resides in the

heart.On closer inspection, though, it quickly becomes clear that my grandmothers face the

same predicament: Both women, in a sense, have become invisible. As with the matriarchs of

the Old Testament, you have to read between the lines to understand them—or just to find

them. To be an old woman in American culture is to be cast off, dismissed as daft or ugly or

worse. Jewish mothers, in particular, have become cultural icons and the butt of countless

jokes. Yet, these public portrayals mask a deeper truth that is no secret: Women outlive men.

Thus, their undisputed power resides in their longevity, as keepers of the family legacy. Tessie

and Pearlie stand as symbols: Sometimes there are men around and sometimes not, but life

goes on either way.They tell stories about their past with the narrative panache of Isaac

Bashevis Singer. Are their stories true? Some go back so far, to the middle of the nineteenth

century, that they surely improve in the retelling. But accuracy isn’t the point, really. What

matters to me, anyway, is that I find the girl in the woman before me, still alive with

possibility.What follows is my ode to bubbehood, a patchwork of interviews, recipes, and

kitchen-table advice: Pearlie’s wisdom and Tessie’s tsuris (worries).“You know what’s tsuris?”

Tessie asks, casting one of her deadpan looks. “Two Jews were sitting on the train and they

were talking tsuris. And the Irishman was holding on to the strap in the train. And he hears

them talking tsuris, tsuris, tsuris. He says, ‘For God’s sake, if you have a sore ass, why don’t

you get up and give me a seat?’”February 1996

GRANDMA TESSIE’SAmazing Matzo Ball SoupFirst of all, the chicken should be fresh. A good

chicken. Usually, the nonkosher chicken is not so fresh, because nonkosher can stay in the

freezer who knows how long? But if it’s a nice, fresh-killed chicken, I clean it up. Take out all the

feathers and all. Clean. And then, let’s say for a chicken, you need four pounds. It’s a good

chicken already.You put in some water in the pot to cover the chicken. Slowly, you bring it to a

boil and take off the stuff. It gets foam, like. The fat. Nowadays an hour and a half is a lot. You

cook it slowly. You put in vegetables, like carrot and celery. I don’t like onions. I don’t use no

pepper, just salt. Very plain. Other people put in other stuff, yet It’s not like liquid when it gets

cold. It’s so like Jell-O.I take out the carrot with a spoon or when I pour off the soup. I like the

carrot. I don’t like the celery to eat. I remember my sister Leah, she used to put in all kinds of

vegetables. And he, Harry, her husband, he ate it all, the vegetables. I couldn’t stand it, to see

him eat it.The matzo balls, you cook it separate, not in the soup. Let’s say I make two eggs, is

more than enough. For one person it’s even enough one egg. And I put in a little matzo meal,

about a half a cup. I beat it up good with a little salt. You can even put in a drop of pepper,

which is okay A drop of seltzer makes the balls fluffier, maybe a tablespoon of seltzer. I don’t

know the measurements. That’s why I can never give anybody any recipes. Because I just mix

it and I see, when it starts getting thicker or so. It’s important you should let it stay a few hours,

so it hardens up by itself. Then I boil up a pot of water. Throw in the balls. But don’t make them

bigger than a walnut, or it’ll come out like a big peach. Let it boil for forty minutes. And that’s all.

So what?

CHAPTER 1Shmitchek: WhatchamacallitPearlie Rosenwasser, winsome at 16.MOTHER’S

DAY, MAY 8, 1994. 6:30 A.M. INSIDE TESSIE’S APARTMENT.“Come, mamashayna,” she says

as soon as she’s hugged me hello. “Come eat breakfast.”Bleary-eyed, I’ve just arrived on the

red-eye from Los Angeles to her one-bedroom apartment in Queens. She lives in a six-story

brick building, the Winston, in a tree-lined working-class neighborhood of Briarwood, not far

from Forest Hills. In anticipation of my arrival, she’s already beaten the eggs for my matzo brei



—scrambled eggs with moistened matzo. Wrapped in a plastic bag and covered with a paper

towel is her homemade marble cake, my favorite.At 93, Tessie stands just under five feet,

though she once was a couple of inches taller. She wears thick, pink-framed glasses, red

lipstick, a flowered housedress, and sneakers. Her right hand shakes, her fingers are gnarled

from arthritis, her sciatica is a source of constant pain. Still, she manages to have her

fingernails painted fire-engine red.“It’s good to live long, but it’s not good to get old,” she tells

me. “You can’t do what you want.”She sets a cup of coffee on the place mat. “Do you use sugar

or do you use your disposition?”Her apartment, decorated with family photographs from

decades ago, is furnished in neo—I Love Lucy: most of the lamps, tables, and chairs are from

the 1950s. But they’ve held up for a reason. “This is what I learned from my husband, Izzy,” she

says of the grandfather I never met and for whom I was given my Hebrew name. “If you buy,

buy good.” In the living room, above an overstuffed couch, there hangs a pastoral oil painting of

Stevensville in the Catskills. On a side wall, there are two ceramic dancers mounted in frames.

Over her bed, too, there are framed prints of Degas dancers.It’s drizzling out. I ask about her

arthritis.“They wouldn’t let me alone.”“Who wouldn’t let you alone?”“The arthritis. They stick to

me. They like me.” A jokenik, she deflects most questions with her highly idiosyncratic brand of

humor. I offer her a Mother’s Day gift—a box of soaps.“Why spend money on me?” she

asks.“Why not?” I ask.“ ’Cause I hope I use it up.” Meaning she doesn’t think she’ll live so long.

“I hope not,” she says.“You hope not?”“Because me no like it,” she says, invoking the upside-

down syntax to a favorite old Yiddish song, “Oy, I Like She.”To listen to someone you love tell

you that she’d prefer to be dead is dreadful. In my grandmother’s case, though, it’s predictable.

She’s been talking this way, without remorse or rancor, for the last several years, at least. But

her depression is also understandable. Once stubbornly independent, she now must rely on

her two daughters—my aunts, Cynthia and Bobbie—who structure their workweek around

shopping for her and transporting her to the doctor or to the beauty shop. She has an attendant

five days a week to help out. And she has an emergency button and the phone, her lifeline.“I

lost confidence in myself,” she explains about her fall last year. “I don’t trust myself anywhere. I

don’t go down for the mail myself. I do sometimes, but the cane—I hate people should see me.

So I don’t go some places I want to go.” She ventures out twice a week now, to her Golden Age

Club on Mondays and to Danny’s Beauty Salon on Saturdays to have her white hair fluffed and

sprayed into a bubblelike crown.“Now, anything that I want to do, I can’t do it myself,” she

says.It takes her half an hour to fasten her bra, longer to clean a chicken. “So what is it? I don’t

want to aggravate the Man Upstairs, but it’s no use. Why do they celebrate the ‘golden

age’?”She reconsiders. “Maybe I’m too critical on myself, too,” she adds. “The kids say that I’m

too critical. Do you find me that way?”Not at the moment. She’s just served me a giant slice of

cake for breakfast. Who am I to complain?Minutes later, though, I’m fair game. For this trip, I’ve

lugged along a breast pump so that I can continue to nurse my 10-month-old daughter when I

return home. Tessie disapproves of the setup. “If she could do the four days without you, you

don’t need it,” she says of the pump.I disagree. “All right,” she shrugs. “Nurse until her wedding

day.”THE BLUE DOOR TO PEARLIE’S APARTMENT HAS A LITTLE PLASTIC sign hanging

from the doorknob, like the ones you leave out for room service in a hotel. But Pearlie’s sign is

a daily reminder of what it’s like to live in the shadow of death: Good morning, I’m OK!Kathie

Lee and Regis are blaring from the TV set. Pearlie tells me she doesn’t much care for Kathie

Lee’s new haircut. We guffaw over Regis’s beady eyes. Pearl has high cheekbones, bright

eyes, and a pixie haircut, like Peter Pan. I practically tower over her now, she’s such a sliver of

her former self. Though she moved to California ten years ago, her voice is still coated in

Brooklynese.“You want orange juice or what?” she asks. She lives five minutes away from me



in the Silvercrest, a concrete apartment complex for seniors. Her building is sandwiched

between a muffler shop and the Phoenix Bookstore, a hangout for hipsters. During the week,

she usually eats her meals downstairs in the dining hall; otherwise, she cooks for herself in her

tiny kitchen, unable to duplicate the lavish spreads she is famous for in the family. But on the

kitchen table, there is an entire plate of chocolate chip cupcakes she baked fresh for my

visit.She speaks in code sometimes, expecting me to fill in the blanks of her sentences. She

forgets words. Names slip her mind. She calls this “the 92-year-old thing.” I tell her that I’ve got

the same problem, but I’m fifty-one years younger than she. She cackles. So do I. “They’re no-

cholesterol cupcakes,” she explains, sitting at the table, which is covered by one of her

crocheted tablecloths.“Did you make them from scratch?”“Yeah.”“Really?”“And there’s no

cholesterol.”“Where’s the recipe from?”“From the box.” A cake mix, in other words?“Yeah. And

they come out perfect, they’re so easy. Yeah. Ya take ’em right out of the thing.” The thing. She

means the paper cupcake wrapper.Her usual sartorial splendor is much in evidence. She

wears a peach-and-white sweater with matching polyester pants and white Reeboks. She

made the sweater not long ago, and it has goldthread embellishments. Around her neck, she

wears a gold charm that says Happy Birthday, a gift from her grandchildren for her

ninetieth.“You gotta enjoy your life,” she tells me, worried that I’m overextended. “Don’t rush,

rush, rush. Learn to enjoy while you have your health.” Though she’s slowed down recently,

having stopped her volunteer work at the local hospital and cut out her weekly dancing with

“the Dolls” for fear of another fall, Pearlie’s great enthusiasm for life is undeterred by age. “I

think if you keep yourself involved in lots of things and don’t concentrate on yourself, it helps a

lot,” she says. “Its good to have outside interests, to keep the mind busy. It’s like a sore in your

heart to not be involved.“Life is great, if we could only have it without pain,” she says. “What’s

bad with life? There can be lots of fun in this world, lots of enjoyment—air to breathe, food to

eat, places to go. What do we know what we have in the other world? Nothing.”Her mind is

razor sharp, especially when I ask about her past. She conjures up vivid memories of having

her tonsils extracted (“just yanked out with, like, pliers, but then I got to get ice cream with my

father on the trolley”); of asking advice from the local health department on how to take care of

her first baby, Jerry, because she wasn’t sure if feeding him spinach at three months was

advisable; of going through menopause (“The doctor said to me, ‘Just lie down, put a cold

compress to your head and chest, and relax.’ And I didn’t have any problems: It didn’t last too

long,’ about two years”). I survey her tiny apartment, decorated with recycled furniture from my

parents’ house, including the vanity table from my bedroom when I was a girl. Over the

peephole to her door, she’s hung a macramé object and little purple pompoms.“That’s a

shmitchek, shmitchkie—a thing,” she says, explaining this all-purpose Yiddishism (pronounced

SHMITCH-eck and SHMITCH-key) of my grandfather’s making. “If you want a hand, you say,

‘Give me that smitchkie.’” She smiles mischievously. “Grandpa used to call this a shmitchhala,”

she says, pointing to her crotch.I ask her to please not turn this into an X-rated interview.

“Shmitchek can be any part of your body,” she says. “A whatchamacallit.”Clearly, she was mad

about Moe, my lusty grandfather who’d give me rides on his feet and make his biceps dance to

the strains of Russian folk songs. She invokes his memory, his joie de vivre, whenever possible.

When my younger sister, Peggy, recently reported how wonderful, kind, and supportive her

new husband is, Pearlie asked only one question, à la Moe: “Is he a good luvah?”A Bubbe

QuestionnaireDo you have any famous relatives or ancestors?TESSIE: None of them were in

jail. To be famous? I can’t recall.PEARLIE: No, except on Grandpa’s side. His sister’s daughters

son was married to a gentleman who was a state senator. I forget his name. That’s the only

outstanding one.What is your favorite health, beauty, or fitness tip?TESSIE: Beautiful I was



never. I’d rather go for health than beauty. But I can’t control my health anymore. I like to be

clean, neat. Fancy? No. Of course, I have my hair done and nails done every Saturday at

Danny’s. I’d rather look decent. So people wouldn’t say, “That old lady, she looks such a

shlump!” As for health, I just ate some potatoes.PEARLIE: When I look in the mirror, I’m not

happy to see the wrinkles. The skin changes so much in your nineties. The whole face

changes. I don’t know how to stop it. I just don’t want to get to look any worse than I am now.

[She laughs.] Because I don’t want to look scary to my great-grandchildren—and it’s bound to

happen. Your face becomes crepe-y. Your eyes become smaller. Your nose becomes longer. I

put on sunscreen when I go out. Just a little powder and lipstick. I can’t pluck my eyebrows

because the skin gets red and sore. I do the best I can. I brush my hair and wash it. Otherwise,

no secrets. I never was one to stay in the beauty parlor. As long as I take a shower twice a day,

keep myself clean. Not be a shtunk, smelly.The word that best describes you is:TESSIE: Not a

blabbermouth. My children say critical. It’s easier to criticize than be correct.PEARLIE: Love.Tell

me the most unusual things about yourself or unusual things you have done.TESSIE: I got

married again. Maybe I shouldn’t have. I don’t know.PEARLIE: I like to tell dirty jokes, a simple

joke. It’s nice to make people laugh.How do you like to celebrate your birthday?TESSIE: No

wishes, no shmishes. That’s all. I don’t tell anybody it’s my birthday. What’s the difference?

Those years that come, I don’t appreciate it. I can’t do what I want. I don’t enjoy with the old

age. To me, I’m not that thrilled about it. I’m living the longest of anybody in my family. So? Pish-

posh.PEARLIE: To be with the family. Oh yeah.Can you love your children too much?TESSIE:

There is no such thing to love children too much. No. It’s not possible. Or is it?PEARLIE: When

you give love, you give it with your whole being. I don’t think I could love my children less, no

matter what. Even my son-in-laws. My family is my life.IT IS A BEAUTIFUL, CRISP MORNING

IN NEW YORK. BY TEN o’clock, Tessie and I are still wearing our flannel pj’s, with no intention

of getting dressed. We’ve already broken into a box of chocolates I’ve brought with me from

L.A. She likes the chocolate-covered honeycomb. “We’re not eating, just noshing,” she

explains.A lifelong Democrat, she loves to talk politics and is presently castigating Paula Jones.

“Maybe she really instigated him,” she says, referring to President Bill Clinton. “This she

wouldn’t tell you.”We break out the cards, and I “wash,” or shuffle, them. The cards fly, ten to

her, ten to me. She turns over a king of spades, double the points. Her joints ache, her cough

won’t quit, her ankles swell—but over a game of cards, the physical ailments subside and her

mind is as agile as ever.My grandmother always uses a deck of red Bicycle cards, the ones

with two cherubs atop bicycles in opposing circles. The drawing makes me think of Tessie as

an angel, playing cards. The circle of life. It’s a nice reverie, a confection that has nothing to do

with reality.“What kind of meshuggeneh (crazy) cards you gave me?” she asks, surveying her

hand.If American Indians listen to their elders around a campfire, I listen to my grandmother

with cards fanned in my hands, a discard pile between us. It’s our little ritual, practically sacred.

For as long as I can remember, we’ve related this way. First it was the game of war, then go

fish. Then, when my hands were big enough, gin. She used to let me win when I’d stay with her

while I was still in college, the two of us smoking cigarettes into the night. Now she’s ruthless. I

throw another card on the discard pile.“See?” she chides me. “You don’t know how to play. You

gave me the jack and the queen!”I tell her it’s because I’m kind. She throws another card that I

pick up.“You take cards for tromba,” she chides me again. “You know what’s tromba?” I shake

my head. “For speculation.”My knowledge of Yiddish is extremely limited, but Tessie uses these

card-playing sessions to offer lessons. Amazingly, she has no age spots on the back of her

hands. This, she tells me, is because her family had an oil business in Europe and her hands

were constantly immersed in cottonseed oil. Her job as a teenager was to teach the workers



how to extract the oil. “I was never young,” she says of her childhood. “I was never a child.”Her

father ran a brick and oil factory in what was then Austria, formerly Poland. Her mother never

paid her a compliment. Raised “to be nice,” she was born Toby Teitel in the shtetl of Kozowa in

Galicia, not far from the Russian border. Her education was cut short when she was 13

because of World War I, though she could speak six languages. A refugee for two years, she

crossed the Carpathian Mountains by horse and wagon to Czechoslovakia with her family and

returned home around 1917, only to find that her Polish neighbors had taken her family’s home

apart, brick by brick.After contracting typhoid fever and losing her hair, she supported her

family by working the black market, trading oil and kerosene for flour and tobacco. Anti-

Semitism was endemic. Since her father had a long beard and was easily identifiable as a Jew,

he risked his life every time he walked outdoors. She, on the other hand, could pass as a

shiksa in bare feet and peasant skirts.Was she angry with her father for not protecting her?

“The cannons were shooting over our heads,” she remembers, “and if anything had to be done,

I could do it. For me it was an adventure. An adventure to go, to do more than my father does.

My father once said, we were having an argument, he says, ’I like to argue with Toby.’ He knew

I’d answer him right. And he liked it. He’d ask me my advice. He and I were really pals. Why

should I be angry? I protected him, so he shouldn’t have to go outside.”On August 15,1920,

she and her parents arrived in America by steerage. At Ellis Island, she had her first taste of

white bread and corn flakes for breakfast and reluctantly agreed to change her name to Tessie

at the urging of her sisters. Within a year, she met a dapper egg candler, Izzy Horowitz, whose

job entailed inspecting eggs by candlelight to discard those that were bloodshot. He was a

gentle man who didn’t have much of a flair for business but adored the violin. Together they

opened a mom-and-pop grocery store in Brooklyn, called Clover Farms, and had three

children. My father was the only boy. Tessie lived up to the meaning of her married name,

Horowitz: “works hard.”Coming to America: Grandma Tessie’s passport.Was she in love with

Izzy? “Yes, but I knew that I can do better than he. We were in business….” Her voice drifts off,

as if to suggest theirs was a marriage of convenience. What followed were the depression

years, when they lost the store. While her husband worked as a grocery clerk, earning $20 a

week in her brother’s store, she raised money for the local hospital, the kosher one with two

kitchens. During World War II, she sent her son off to war; he returned from Japan, wanting to

become a clinical psychologist. Her daughter Cynthia became a bookkeeper, and Bobbie a

schoolteacher. Not long after Izzy died in 1951, she married a milkman, Sam Weinreb.For

Tessie, it is a virtue to never reveal one’s true feelings, especially sadness. When asked how

she’s dealt with her grief, she says, “I never made any sour face to anybody. Nobody knew

what’s inside of me. They still don’t.” She catches herself, as if she’s said too much. “I’m talking

now,” she adds. “But I shouldn’t.”“Why not?”“Pheh,” she replies, waving her hand.It’s twelve-

thirty. She snaps on the TV. “Shut up!” she’s yelling at the TV set. Her soap opera, The Young

and the Restless, is on, and she’s bored by one of the plot lines. She likes to watch this show

for the blind character who she claims has never blinked, a sign to Tessie of fine acting ability.

But more, she’s interested in the trial of a woman who’s been charged with killing her

husband.If she’d had the opportunity, my grandmother tells me, she would have been a lawyer.

Or better still, a writer. She’s never admitted this girlhood fantasy to me before. With my pen

and notebook in hand, I search her milky gray eyes and feel my shoulders lighten. The flash of

connection, a flesh-and-blood link of desire, spanning three generations. Not that she says any

more. She doesn’t need to.She sits in her recliner chair with the blue embroidered cloth draped

over the headrest. “Oh, here’s the caca-mercial again,” she complains.
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Deirdre Devereux, “As Bill Withers said, "I loved that old lady.". Not since Bill Withers' song,

"Grandma's Hands" has there been such a touching tribute to a "bubbe", the Yiddish word for

grandmother. Or, in this lucky case, to BOTH her 90-something grandmothers. How I envied

her the privilege, courage and perspicacity to ask these questions before it was too late! I

shared many, many things with my beloved grandmother, but I wish with all my heart that I had

done what Joy Horowitz did in "Tessie and Pearlie", to search out and record the stories of

her grandmothers' lives, what made them who they are, what their lives mean to her own life,

to her children's lives. Joy Horowitz did, indeed, build an amazing, bittersweet bridge between

her family's past and future and created a truly precious legacy for her own children and

subsequent generations of her family. Especially when one is young, it is very often difficult to

let go of the irritations and inconsistencies you see in your parents and grandparents and

really communicate with them. It is usually in middle age that the sense of one's mortality

overcomes these quibbles and by then, for most, it is too late for grandparents. If you are now

fortunate enough to have a living grandmother, seize the moment. Read this book, put on Bill

Withers and cry and - and then go call her up and ask and ask and listen and listen. Then

write it down for posterity and marvel at the blessing.”

Carole Ferguson, “A dear review of dear grandmothers who cook. This reminds us of the long

reach of our family history, the power of example and the way it is conveyed as we grow up.

Just sweet.”

Linda Wiener, “I LOVE this book.. I LOVE this book. In this treasure trove of stories and

observations about her beloved grandmothers "Tessie and Pearlie" Joy Horowitz generously

and courageously shares her own memories and human vulnerabilities. It is both sort of a

primer on aging as well as a tribute to love.”

The book by Joy Horowitz has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 7 people have provided feedback.
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